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Azrou, with climbing possibilities) was still an estimated 10-15 miles away.
My diary entry for 31 December illustrates our feelings at the time:

'The experience of the last couple of days has been very humbling, I have learnt a great
deal, the feeling at ABC today is one of comradeship, disappointment at not being able to
climb the peaks in this region, but a total acceptance of the inevitable. Yesterday said it all,
Phil and I had climbed to our high point and all we could see for miles was very broken
mountainous terrain, with ridges and peaks in the distance, none nearer than 10 miles,
neither of us needed to say anything, we just looked at each other and knew that this
winter at least we wouldn't be climbing any of them, we picked up our sacks and struggled
down.'

The return to ABC that and the following day was in itself a harrowing experi
ence, involving walking at night to lessen the debilitating effects of dehydration. On
returning to ABC, having sUIVived the final 30 hours on 3+ pints of water each, our
throats were so swollen eating was nearly impossible and drinking painful. Even so
we managed to consume over 2 gallons of fluid each in the ensuing 12 hour .The
logistical problems in tackling this area are vast. Back packing heavy sacs across
very rough terrain with the temperatures in the 90s requires at least a gallon per
man per day, ie for a 3-day trip, 3 gallons each, an extra 30tb to carry. We estimate
one would need to carry water for 5 days, 5 gilllons, an extra 50lb per man, to en
able a climber to complete a route on the nearest rock faces. One would need to

walk in for 2 days from our ABC to the foot of the nearest face, spend a day
climbing a route, and another 2 days to return to ABC. This would necessitate
leaving ABC with an 80lb sack including food, equipment etc which is not really
feasible.

A possibility would be to place another camp even deeper in than ABC but one
would need more men and they would do nothing but ferry water from its muddy
pool source.

It should be remembered that in our own team Barbara and Gerry had begun
to develop amoebic dysentery symptoms and George was heavily drugged with
pain killers and antibiotics for an abscess on his gum at this time.

This area is unique in the Hoggar and possesses a rare beauty; it is the most
ban'en area in the lunar landscape that constitutes the Hoggar.

In answer to Ruskin's famous words, yes at times as a result of our actions we
felt weaker, more lifeless, more effeminate, more liable to passion and error in
future, at others a stronger and better person, fitter for every son of work and trial;
in essence isn't that what mountaineering is all about?

The Technique of Falling'
A. W. Bridge

It does not seem a long time since I eagerly devoured the contents of borrowed
journals. I wanted to understand the technique of walking, the technique of
climbing and the doctrine of descent; and the men who wrote in the journals of
these subjects satisfied me. But I was very puzzled and yet had not the pluck at that
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time to ask why there was not an article on what seemed to me, to be the most
important technique of all-the Technique of Falling. I have waited for a long time
for a more worthy man to take up his pen and write a thesis on this subject, but it is
evidently thought a rather dangerous subject for a climber to discourse on, or put
down his views in cold print before the outside world.

However, I am confident that if climbers will only give the art of falling their
serious consideration it may be of great help to them at some time, and so I am
prepared to risk the criticisms which are sure to come my way, and write the article
in the hope that it will stimulate interest.

No one, least of all myself, makes a habit of getting into such positions that he
can neither get up nor down, and therefore has eventually either to jump off or fall
off, but everyone who climbs runs the risks of at some time or other finding him
self in that predicament.

I have had quite a number of falls. It does not really matter where I had them,
or how, sufficient it is to know that if I had not trained myself in the technique I
would have been a most unfortunate man. As it is I have managed to get away fairly
lightly.

A Iriend of mine, who is also a member of my club, told me that as a lad he had
a great fear of fire, so much so that he set about preparing an escape for himself
and ch,Jse as an exit the bedroom window. He practised the art of falling at an early
age. For before he could jump from the bedroom window he had practised falls
Irom the roof of the coal shed, and then a little higher from the garden wall.
Eventually he could jump from the window and make a happy landing. And so it
must be for all of us who wish to be proficient in the art of falling. At first I was very
frightened of my rehearsals, but I persevered. A height of only 6 ft was good
enough for a start and gradually as I gained confidence I took bigger falls, and at
present I can drop myself 25ft and when in form I can manage about a 30-ft drop.

Most of my practice falls were off gritstone climbs in Derbyshire, and more
often still did I have one or two practice nights a week in a quarry not very far from
my home.

It depends on the type of pitch as to which falling methods I use. For instance, if
I am on a slab I deliberately flatten myself against the rock and friction my way
down to the stance. In another instance I may be on a broken face of rock, and in
that case I should try and decide very quickly which is my best landing place and
jump. But in both these instances I must land with my feet together and relaxed
muscles, and quite prepared to roll myself into a ball and not fall backwards on to
my head.

It is most important that the leader should let the second know ifhe is in extremis
so that his second can be prepared for the fall. I have seen about 5 climbers fall in
about the same number of years, and of these 5, only one fell in a respectable way.

The majority will keep the rest of the party in ignorance of their 'dilemma, and
then the first warning seems to be that horrid, convulsive scratching of edge nails
against the rock and then a very unhappy landing.

One of our leading climbers pointed out to me that the energy used in jumping
011' a bad pitch might have been used much better in getting up it. Partly true, I
agree. But no one is going to make an unorthodox descent of a climb unless he is
compelled to, and it is for such occasions that one uses the technique to make a
happy landing. Personally, if I feel that I am going to come off I fight the feeling as
strongly as I can, and it is only when I am beaten that I jump or friction.
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I think that guts and coolness are the most important parts of the technique to
develop. I have remarked earlier in the article how frightened I was of my first
practice falls. These days I tackle them with much more confidence and I think I
have almost got over the fear of falling and suffering very severely from the results.

There have been cases where climbers have had a fall and never had a chance of
saving themselves, and I do not suggest in this article that they had the remotest
chances of doing so. At the time of writing I read with the greatest of regret of a
hnal climbing accident. It fetches home to me the fact that we are all liable to have a
fall at some time, and at such a time a technique of falling may mean all the differ
ence between a slight accident and a very serious one. A sprained ankle is much to
be preferred to a broken leg.

Of course, I cannot say the technique is an art unless I ca'n teach it. I am afraid I
am failing miserably at teaching (in print) the art of falling. It would be much easier
for me if I could demonstrate a few practice falls and so prove that I can make a
happy landing-and on one occasion a fairly happy landing after I had dropped
myself 60 feet. But that was no practice effort. If, however, I have aroused any
interest in this technique, it will be infinitely more than worth the while, even
though it may lead to people having a wrong impression of my climbing tech
nique.

I do not think I would have tried to write this paper if it had not been for the
tact that the rock experts in this country told me that they are confident that the art
should be developed by all climbers. These men have given me the confidence to
write my views about the art ('chance your arm, Bridge' as one very Hon Editor
puts it), and I hope my efforts have not been in vain. In concluding this paper I
would ask the reader to forgive the frequent recurrence of the personal pronoun,
but it is to some extent unavoidable in recounting personal experiences.

The North Face of Mount Deborah
Charles Macquarie

When I went to America in the late Summer of 1976, I had no intention of going to
climb in Alaska; after all I had gone there seeking sunshine and sparkling granite,
not the Arctic wastes. Two months later, when Eric showed me his slides I changed
my mind. The North Face of Deborah was one of the most impressive faces I had
ever seen. It looked tremendous; I was hooked.

At one stage there were to be 6 members in our team, but by early 1977 the
number had been whittled down to 4: Eric Reynolds and Dakers Gowans from
Colorado, Dave Davis from Washington, and myself. Eric and Dave had tried the
face with another team in 1975. They had used a fair amount of fixed rope to reach
their high point, about half-way up the face, but bad weather and the loss of some
gear had prevented them from getting any higher. For our attempt we decided to
dispense with fixed rope altogether, and go Alpine style, hoping that we could
move more rapidly than previous parties and hence take the best advantage of the
relatively short periods of good weather. We also decided to go early in the season
in order to minimize the danger of stone-fall and avalanches.
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